For 2–4 players, ages 10 and up

OVERVIEW
Each player leads a small tribe through three early epochs of human
history. The game begins at the end of the Paleolithic period — the Old
Stone Age — when people were still hunters and gatherers. It continues
into the Neolithic period — the New Stone Age — when they settled and
became farmers, fishermen, and shepherds. And the game ends in the
Bronze Age, when the first great empires arose.
Each tribe starts in its own small, already-explored territory. Their
actions will increase the number of tribe members, expand their known

territory, and improve their access to valuable resources. Using these
resources will enable the tribes to obtain achievements in civilization,
which bring victory points and access to additional achievements. But
the players must also ensure that their tribes are strong enough to
survive unforeseen events such as natural disasters, diseases, and enemy
raids so that their tribes can assert themselves as the most successful.
The player with the most victory points at the end wins.

GAME MATERIALS
1 Game board

24 Event tiles (8 of each color)

6 Action tiles

Procreate

Explore

Move

50 Land tiles (10 of each resource type)
60 Tribe members
(15 of each color)

1 Starting player marker

Goat

48 Marking stones
(12 of each color)

Horse

Wheat

89 Bear teeth tokens (victory points)

16 Progress markers
(4 of each color)

30x

20x

20 Shell tokens

15 Achievement boards (5 of each color)

1

12x

15x

Gold

4 Arrow tokens

12x

1 Fabric draw bag

1 Bag tag

Incense

GAME SETUP

1.

All parts must be carefully removed from the frames before the first game.

1

2

3

1. Affix the bag tag to the fabric bag by (1) threading the cord
through the hole in the pendant; then (2) pushing the pendant
through the loop; and (3) pulling the loop tight.
2.

EXAMPLE FOUR-PLAYER GAME SETUP

Place the game board in the middle of the table.

Each player receives 15 tribe members, 12 marking
stones (large wooden cubes), and 4 progress markers (small
wooden cubes) in their designated color. Each player also receives 5
shells and one arrow token.

3.

6.

4. Each player places one of his or her progress markers at the base
of each of the 4 progress tracks located on the left-hand side of the
game board.
5.

Place the 50 land tiles in the bag and mix them up thoroughly.

7.

Each player begins the game with a small explored territory. To do
this, each player draws 3 land tiles from the bag and creates
their territory in a triangular shape in front of them. It is up to the player
which land tile he or she places at which point in the triangle.

6.

NOTE: At the start of the game, if a player draws more than one
land tile of the same type, he or she continues to draw until they
have 3 different land tiles. The other land tiles are then placed back
in the bag. This applies only during game setup. During the game
itself, it is possible for a player to draw and keep multiple copies of
the same land tile.

7.

3.

Shuffle the 6 action tiles and place them at the top of the game
board, forming the action sequence.

Sort the 15 achievement boards by color into separate stacks and
then shuffle each stack. Remove one achievement board of each
color. These will not be used in the game and should be returned to the
box without being reviewed.

8.

4.

Place 4 achievement boards of each color on the game board in
their corresponding spaces. In the lower epoch (Paleolithic),
randomly place the 4 brown boards face up. In the middle epoch
(Neolithic), randomly place the 4 green boards face down. And in the
upper epoch (Bronze Age), randomly place the 4 orange boards face down.

9.

Sort the 24 event tiles by color into separate stacks and then
shuffle each stack. Then place each stack of 8 tiles face down on
the spaces corresponding to the event colors located on the right side of
the game board.

2.

10.

The oldest player will be the starting player and receives the
starting player marker (the arrowhead token). Gameplay will
proceed clockwise.

11.

NOTE: The starting player marker remains there during the entire
game. The arrowhead marker is used to track which player ends the
game — which is the player to the right of the starting player.
The bear teeth represent victory points and should be placed in
piles off to the side, separated according to their respective values.
In a four-player game, the third and fourth players each start the game
with one bear tooth equal to one victory point. In a three-player game,
the third player starts the game with one bear tooth. In a two-player
game, the second player starts the game with one bear tooth.

12.

2

8.

12.

5.

10.

9.

11.
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GAME PLAY
Placing the first tribe member

Each player places his or her first tribe member on one of his or her three
land tiles before the game begins. The starting player begins and takes
his or her turn. Then, the other players follow, taking turns successively,
proceeding in a clockwise direction.
Tip: Players should select land tiles which show a resource that can also be
seen on the achievement boards in the first epoch. Whenever possible, you
should try to select a different starting resource than the other players.

Example 1: A player wants to perform the procreate action. Since
this action tile is in the first position of the action sequence, the
player may choose this action free of charge.

Explanation of a turn

1. Select one action tile.
2. Perform the action.
3. Place the action tile at the end of the action sequence.

Selecting an action tile

• The player must select one action tile from the action sequence.
•	If he or she chooses the first action tile in the action sequence, that
action is free. However, if the player chooses a tile further to the right,
then the player needs to place a shell on each tile he or she skips, not
including the action tile he or she selects.
•	If, later in the game, a player selects an action tile on which there is
already a shell, the player will receive this shell in addition to the tile.

Example 2: A player wants to perform the explore action. Since this
action tile is located in the third position, the player must place one
shell on each of the previous action tiles in order to claim it.

IMPORTANT: While the players might have only a few shells in
the beginning, they should be prepared to use them in order to be
able to perform a desired action and not simply default to picking up
the first tile in the random display of tiles within the action series.
Example 3: A player wants to perform the explore action. Since this
action tile is located in the second position, the player must place
one shell on the first action tile in order to skip over it. One shell is
already on the explore tile from an earlier turn, so the player also
receives this shell along with the explore action tile.

•	Three of the action tiles show only one action. These actions are:
procreate, explore, and move.
•	The three other action tiles show one action and one hand. The
hand represents an achievement that a player can complete.
The player can choose to either perform the action or complete an
achievement with these tiles. The player cannot do both.
•	After the action or achievement has been completed, the player places
the action tile at the very end of the action sequence and pushes the
row to the left, so that the leftmost tile is now in the first position.
•	The player’s turn ends and it becomes the turn of the player to his or
her left.

NOTE: During the course of the game, the action sequence will
also contain event tiles which can be selected in the same way.

Example: Player Black may
take two tribe members. He
positions both on the goat
land tile where one tribe
member is already positioned.
He also would have been
allowed to position one new
tribe member on the goat tile
and the other on the wheat
tile where an additional tribe
member is located, but not on
the gold tile where there is not
already a tribe member.

The actions
Procreate

The player takes as many tribe members from his or her
supply as his or her progress marker indicates on the
procreation progress track. The higher the player’s marker
is positioned on the progress track, the more tribe members the player
receives. The player may then place the newly received tribe member(s)
on any of his or her land tiles on which at least one tribe member is
already standing. New tribe members may not be placed on empty land
tiles.
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Example:
Player Black
receives three
movement steps.
He moves one
tribe member
two tiles away
and moves another
just one tile.

Move

The player can move his or her tribe members as many
movement steps as his or her movement progress track
indicates. A movement step is defined as one tribe
member moving to an adjacent land tile. The higher the
player’s marker is positioned on the progress track, the more movement
steps the player receives. The player may use these steps for one tribe
member or divide them among several tribe members. The player does
not need to use all of the movement steps. He or she may choose to take
some of the movement steps earned that round or to not move at all.

Example: Player Black may
take two land tiles
from the bag. He
gets one wheat and
one gold tile and
places both
tiles next to an
existing land tile.

Explore

The player takes as many land tiles from the fabric draw
bag as the player’s progress marker on the exploration
progress track indicates. The higher the player’s marker
is positioned on the track, the more land tiles the player receives. After
the player has drawn all of the land tiles, the player may place them
anywhere he or she chooses as long as they are placed adjacent to an
existing land tile.

NOTE: Once placed, a land tile may not be moved to another position during the game.

Completing an achievement

Example 1: Player Black has
earned the hunting achievement.
He is the first to make this
achievement, so he places his
marker on the leftmost space of
the achievement board. The
player gets two victory points and
also moves his progress
marker one space along the
exploration progress track.
He then turns over the next
achievement board located in the Neolithic epoch. Because the event
symbol is displayed above his marking stone on the hunting board, he
also uncovers the uppermost event tile from the stack of events and places
it at the end of the action sequence.

If a player wants to complete an achievement, the player must
select an action tile that has a hand symbol on it.
•	All players must start with the achievements in the lower epoch. In
order to complete an achievement, a player must possess the required
resource, as indicated at the top of the achievement boards by having at
least one of their tribe members placed on a land tile showing this
resource. The player does not hand over this resource in this process.
•	The player then places one of his or her marking stones on the first
available space, starting from the left side of the achievement board,
and receives the victory points shown in that space in the form of bear
teeth, which the player collects in a pile in front of them.
NOTE: One can exchange bear teeth (victory points) as required
at any time. A player does not have to tell the other players, at any
point in the game, how many victory points he or she has.
•	If a lightning bolt is displayed above the space,
then the top event tile of the corresponding stack
for this epoch is turned over, read aloud, and placed
at the end of the action sequence. This event will
not be triggered yet; it is implemented only when a
player selects the tile during his or her turn.
•	Every achievement board has a progress symbol
(a symbol with an arrow pointing upward)
indicated on the right. Once an achievement is
completed, players advance their progress markers
along the corresponding track one space upward.
They have thereby improved their abilities to
perform this action during future game play.
•	When a player places the first marking stone on
an achievement board, the achievement board in the next epoch above
it will be turned over, so that all players can see which resources are
required. In the second epoch, the achievement boards require two of
the same resource; in the third epoch, they require three of the same.

Example 2: Player Black has earned the
cooking achievement. Because players
Brown and Gray have already earned
this achievement, Black will position his
marking stone on the third space from the
left. He thereby receives one bear tooth
with a value of one victory point and
advances one space on the procreation
progress track. Since no event symbol is
visible above his space, no event tile is
uncovered at this time.
IMPORTANT: When two or three of the same resources are
needed, the player must also have at least as many land tiles of this
same resource and must have at least one tribe member placed on
each of them. For example, a player cannot complete an achievement
in the second epoch that requires two goats if the player has only two
tribe members positioned on the same goat land tile.
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Example 3: Player Black wants to complete
the cheese-making achievement, for which
he needs tribe members on two goat land
tiles. Two of his tribe members are positioned on a single goat land
tile (1). This would not by itself be enough as the tribe members must
be placed on two different land tiles. However since the player also
has one tribe member on another goat land tile (2), he can complete
this achievement.

Example: If player Black had not had tribe members on two goat
land tiles (as in the previous example), he could have exhausted a
wheat land tile to use it as a wild tile for the missing goat resource.
He would then turn over the wheat tile to the exhausted side and
put his tribe member back on it.

• Typically, for the second and third
epochs, a player can only complete
an achievement when he or she has
completed the preceding achievement
in the previous epoch. This means that
one of the player’s marking stones must
already be placed on the achievement
board below.

The arrow tokens
In principal, a player can only complete an achievement when
the player has already completed the immediately preceding
achievement of the previous epoch.
•	However, each player may deviate from this rule only once in the game
by placing his or her arrow token on the game board.
•	The player places his or her arrow token between an achievement on
which the player’s marking stone is already located and a diagonally
adjacent achievement that is already turned over. This enables the
player to complete this achievement, even when he or she does not
have a marking stone on the achievement board directly preceding it.
•	The arrow token will remain in place for the remainder of the game
and can be used by other players.

Continuation of Example 3: If player
Black had not already earned the
cooking achievement, then the cheesemaking achievement would not be
available to him.

IMPORTANT: Each player may complete each achievement only
once. That means that no player can have two or more marking stones
on the same achievement board.
Example: Player Black
would like to complete
the weaving achievement
in order to earn the six
points shown on the
board. He already has
the prerequisite of the
three goat land tiles with
a minimum of one tribe
member on each. However
he has not completed the
smelting achievement
yet. So he must place his
arrow token between the
achievement for cheese
making and weaving.

Using land tiles as wild tiles
•	If a player does not have the resource needed to complete an
achievement, the player may exhaust land tiles.
•	To do this, the player chooses a land tile on which one (or more) of
his or her tribe members is positioned, flips it over to its opposite side,
and then places the tribe member(s) back on it. The land tile is now
exhausted until the end of the game, and can no longer be used as
a resource. Tribe members may still continue to enter this exhausted
land tile.
IMPORTANT: In order to use a land tile as a wild tile, there must
be at least one tribe member on the tile.
•	In the first epoch, the player can use one exhausted land tile for any
resource of his or her choosing.
•	In the second and third epochs, the player must have at least one
of the required resource type. The player may then replace the
second (and/or the third resource in the third epoch) with one or two
exhausted land tiles, which may also be of different types.
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The event tiles

END OF GAME
The game ends in
the round in which a
predetermined number of
event tiles of the last epoch
have been executed:
• for 2 players, 2 event tiles
• for 3 players, 3 event tiles
• for 4 players, 4 event tiles

Event tiles are added to the action sequence when a player completes an
achievement and there is an event symbol located above the space on
which the player places his or her marking stone.

The event is activated only when a player must take the event tile
from the action sequence instead of an action tile or if the player freely
selects it. If a player does not want to choose an event tile, he or she may
skip over the event tile by placing a shell on it as with the action tiles.

IMPORTANT: Nothing occurs when
the player first turns over an event tile
and places it in the action sequence.
The event must actually be selected and
activated. Then the current round is
played to the end, up to the player sitting
to the right of the starting player marker
(arrowhead). After this, the game ends
and the victory points are totaled up.

End of game scoring

1. Progress tracks
Depending on how far a player has
progressed along the progress tracks for
procreation, exploration, and movement,
the player receives the corresponding one,
three, or six victory points shown.

Most event tiles refer to the strength progress track. If it
says on a tile “... if you are the strongest,” it is referring to
the player whose progress marker is in the topmost space
on the strength progress track. If several players are the
strongest, the event applies only to the player who chose the tile in his or
her turn. The same applies if it says “... if you are the weakest.”

 Most tribe members
2.
The player who has the most
tribe members in play (therefore,
the least tribe member figures in
reserve) receives two victory points.

If a player takes an event tile that does not affect him or her, then the
event tile is removed from the game with no effect.

3 . Most land tiles
The player who possesses the
most land tiles that have not been exhausted (not flipped
over) receives two victory points.

Example: If the event tile states, “You lose 2 victory points if you
are the weakest” and the player is not in the lowest position on the
strength progress track, then the player does not lose any points.
Should all players be positioned on the same space of the strength
progress track, then they are all considered to be the weakest and/or
strongest.

NOTE: If there is a tie for tribe members or land tiles, then all of
the players involved in the tie receive two victory points.

If an event tile states that a player loses tribe members,
the player can only lose so many as to be left with at least
one tribe member. A player cannot lose his or her last
remaining tribe member.

4. Bear teeth
All players add up the victory points indicated
on their collected bear teeth at the end.
The player with the most victory points wins.
In the event of a tie, the player with the most shells wins. Should
this also result in a tie, then the player who has exhausted the least
land tiles wins. Should there still not be a clear winner, then there are
multiple winners.

If an event tile states that a player must exhaust land tiles,
then there must not be any tribe members located on the
land tiles. The player can only turn over unoccupied land
tiles in this case.
If an event affects all tribes, then the player who activated the event
goes first and the other players follow in clockwise order.

ADDITIONAL RULES
No tribe members in reserve

If a player has no tribe members left in reserve, the player can then
relocate a tribe member already on his or her territory from one land tile
to another land tile already occupied by a tribe member. (or as many
tribe members as the procreation progress tracker indicates).

No land tiles left in the bag

If during game play there are no more tiles left in the draw bag, then
a player may turn over a previously exhausted land tile on which no
tribe members are located. If that should be impossible, then the player
cannot turn over any tiles.

After an event has been implemented, the event tile is removed from the
game. Any event tiles from the first and second epochs, are put back
into the box. If it is a third epoch event tile (orange), then it is instead
displayed above the action sequence to show how many of these
events have already been executed, as they dictate the end of the game.
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THEMATIC BACKGROUND

Goats were one of the first animals which were
domesticated. They were sources of meat and
milk. Their hides were processed into leather.
With their help, pastoral peoples were able
to thrive in areas which were unsuitable for
agriculture.
Representations of large, wild horses have
been discovered on over 30,000-year-old cave
paintings. These animals were originally hunted
for their meat. Tribes that could domesticate and
ride these horses had great advantages in hunting
and fighting. Horses were also used as working
animals.

Humans were mainly hunters and gatherers in the late Palaeolithic
period (around 30,000 to 10,000 BCE). They did not yet live in
permanent settlements, rather they wandered to wherever they found
food. And in spite of the many catastrophes that humanity suffered, they
managed to spread almost everywhere on Earth during this epoch.

Wild wheat was first picked like any other plant
and eaten raw. The tribes who lived on the
northern edge of the Syrian Desert were the first
to learn how to cultivate the soil. Weeding out
other plants and sowing new seeds enabled more
wheat to be grown in the following year.

Humanity began to settle down in the Neolithic Age (approx. 12,000
to 2,200 BCE). Agriculture and cattle breeding enabled them to supply
themselves with food in fixed locations, which could be defended
more easily against enemies. As a result, the population increased to an
unprecedented number during this epoch.

Gold was unique for tribes of ancient times. It
was resistant to wind and weather, could be
worked with tools and made into shapes, and
was in high demand due to its luster. Gold
therefore developed into a valuable commodity in
the form of jewelry and as a method of payment.

In the Bronze Age (approx. 3,300 to 800 BCE), people learned to produce
bronze from the smelting and fusion of copper and tin. This new,
much harder and more durable metal was used in many applications,
including as a method of payment. It was easy to transport and therefore
it was possible to accumulate great wealth during this time. And thus,
the first great empires were established.

Once people had learned to control fire, it did not
take them long to realize that its smoke smelled
differently depending on what they were burning.
Some smells were perceived to be particularly
pleasant, so much so that these were regarded
as gifts from the gods for the sacrifices the people
had made. Burning incense soon turned into an
important religious ritual.

Sharpened stone tools including arrowheads
were some of the first tools developed by humans.
They were used for digging, cutting meat, cutting
plants, and as weapons in the form of axes and
daggers.

Spondylus mussels (spiny oysters) were among
the early trading commodities. They were found
in the temperate and warmer seas and spread
through trade routes over vast territories. Later on,
their significance dwindled in relation to the new
means of payment, bronze.
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